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During this past month we have been extremely busy making sure that all the 
Children going on numerous field trip have nutritious food to take with them. the 
lack of subs for any of the kitchen help has found both myself and Bonnie 
working in the kitchens to help out.

We feel very blessed this month here at Central Supply for the addition of a new 
warehouse man. Tom McKay is a welcome addition. With his help relieving a lot 
of extra burden on Darren, our warehouse is looking better and better every day. 
They are getting a better handle on the inventory, getting rid of a lot of outdated 
items, etc., that we just never had the time or personnel to do before.

A lot of our time is still trying to help the parents with the P-EBT. These phone 
calls are numerous. The report initially came from our enrollment at the end of 
last year and went into the state and from there sent to another area where the 
applications got so mixed up. Very confusing and time consuming.

Regarding the foods, we are trying to get better foods while still having to follow 
the state guidelines and making sure that our students have all the fresh fruits 
and vegetables that we can get for them. 

For the reimbursement for the month of September we received $165,416. For 
the whole district regarding lunches, we had 24,442 students eating during 
September. In the high school we have lost of lot of students not eating. The 
highest we have served on any given day is 149 students out of 469+ students, 
HS only. Some because of the open campus at noon time. We have changed 
some of our ways of serving hoping that it will speed things up for the students.


